**Space station image captures a red tide ciliate bloom at high spectral and spatial resolution**
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**Mesodinium rubrum** is a globally distributed nontoxic ciliate that is known to produce intense red-colored blooms using enslaved chloroplasts from its algal prey. Although frequent enough to have been observed by Darwin, blooms of *M. rubrum* are notoriously difficult to quantify because *M. rubrum* can aggregate into massive clouds of rusty-red water in a very short time due to its high growth rates and rapid swimming behavior and can disaggregate just as quickly by vertical or horizontal dispersion. A September 2012 hyperspectral image from the Hyperspectral Imager for the Coastal Ocean sensor aboard the International Space Station captured a dense red tide of *M. rubrum* (10⁶ cells per liter) in surface waters of western Long Island Sound. Genetic data confirmed the identity of the chloroplast as a cryptophyte that was actively photosynthesizing. Microscopy indicated extremely high abundance of its yellow fluorescing signature pigment phycoerythrin. Spectral absorption and fluorescence features were related to ancillary photosynthetic pigments unique to this organism that cannot be observed with traditional satellites. Cell abundance was estimated at a resolution of 100 m using an algorithm based on the distinctive yellow fluorescence of phycoerythrin. Future development of hyperspectral satellites will allow for better enumeration of bloom-forming coastal plankton, the associated physical mechanisms, and contributions to marine productivity.

**Massive red-colored blooms of Mesodinium rubrum** (syn. *Myrionecta rubra*) up to 10⁶ cells per liter have been reported in coastal waters, sometimes in association with upwelling and eastern boundary currents (1) (Fig. 1A and B). During the voyage of the HMS Beagle, Darwin (1839) observed enormous patches of red water off Chile and associated them with a small ciliate he observed in the microscope, writing: "Some of the water placed in a glass was of a pale reddish tint; and examined under a microscope, was seen to swarm with minute animalcula darting about, and often exploding. Their shape is oval and contracted in the middle by a ring of vibrating curved cilia." (2). His description of the size, shape, color, swimming motion, and fragility of the ciliate suggests strongly that it was *M. rubrum*. Even though considered a microzooplankton, its photosynthetic capacity can represent up to 70% of total primary productivity (1), making it an occasionally dominant member of the phytoplankton community. However, because it is a mixotroph and difficult to enumerate (3), *M. rubrum* is regularly excluded from reports on both phytoplankton and zooplankton.

The nature of the relationship between the litostome ciliate and its cryptophyte organelles has been the subject of considerable study. Although it has been described as a symbiosis, it seems clear that the cryptophyte never survives ingestion and the arrangement is similar to the practice of chloroplast enslavement known from other ciliates and some sacoglossan molluscs (4–6). Unlike the latter cases, however, cryptophyte nuclei remain transcriptionally active within *M. rubrum* (7). Retained chloroplasts can also reproduce, allowing the ciliate to survive without food for prolonged periods in the light (8). Nevertheless, the arrangement is obligate for *M. rubrum*, which cannot grow in the dark, even with abundant food.

**Generally,** *M. rubrum* is more abundant in lower salinity estuarine water (9, 10), but the causes of bloom initiation and demise are not well known (11). In western Long Island Sound (WLIS), approximately monthly monitoring in all seasons over a 12-y span found *M. rubrum* to be present in 80% of 572 samples at a mean concentration of 354 cells per liter and a maximum of 2.6 × 10⁶ cells per liter (Table S1). Coarse monthly sampling, however, is not sufficient to ensure quantification of episodic blooms (Fig. S1), in part, due to the extreme motility and phototactic behavior of the organism (12). The ciliate can migrate vertically tens of meters per day, aggregate in thin subsurface layers at specific periods of the day, and move up and downstream with flood and ebb tides (10, 13). Hence, abundances can rapidly increase to bloom conditions due to near-surface aggregation and disappear quickly with migration vertically and dispersion horizontally. Better methods are needed to capture these blooms and differentiate them from other types of red tides.

**Results and Discussion**

On September 24, 2012, a dense aggregation of *M. rubrum* was observed in WLIS manifest as intensely red-colored water (40.9°N, 73.6°W) (Fig. 1B). Conditions were calm with wind speeds averaging 3 m·s⁻¹. A water sample revealed cell counts as high as 1.03 × 10⁶ cells per liter of *M. rubrum*, higher than ever measured during 12 y of routine sampling (Table S1). Plastid 16S rDNA analysis of the bloom showed that *M. rubrum* harbored plastids of the cryptophyte *Teleaulax amphioxia* (Fig. S2). Transcriptome data obtained from space but cannot differentiate types of plankton.

Significance

Many different types of plankton bloom in the coastal ocean. Some produce harmful toxins, whereas others are considered important contributors to primary production and ecosystem dynamics. Routine ocean color sensors can reveal a dense bloom or “red tide” from space but cannot differentiate types of plankton. The Hyperspectral Imager for the Coastal Ocean on the International Space Station allowed for new “hyperspectral” approaches to identify pigments and assess biophysical forcing associated with different blooms. Consistent with field and molecular observations, imagery revealed dense surface patches of *Mesodinium rubrum*, a ciliate that uses the chloroplasts from its cryptophyte algal prey to photosynthesize. For the first time, to our knowledge, the distribution and abundance were mapped based on the unique yellow fluorescence properties of its signature pigment phycoerythrin.
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from the bloom show active expression of the plastid protein synthesis apparatus (16S rRNA) and functional proteins (e.g., light harvesting protein, carbon fixing enzyme Rubisco) (Table S2), suggesting that the chloroplasts were actively photosynthesizing. The high expression level of the phycoerythrin gene is consistent with the extremely abundant green-light harvesting pigment phycoerythrin (14) observed microscopically as strong orange-yellow fluorescence (Fig. 1C). The intense red water color was caused by high absorption of blue and green photons, and a consequent shift of reflected light to wavelengths >550 nm (15). The extent and duration of the bloom, however, could not be deduced from ship sampling.

Remote sensing affords the opportunity to examine the spatial and temporal changes in water color. The standard chlorophyll \( \alpha \) (Chl \( \alpha \)) algorithm, however, fails in the optically complex coastal waters of WLIS due to rich concentrations of suspended minerals and colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM) (16–18). These blue-absorbing and scattering constituents can mimic the water color produced by phytoplankton and result in overestimates of their abundance, as shown by the high Chl \( \alpha \) estimates throughout the sound (Fig. S3). However, Chl \( \alpha \), which is found in all phytoplankton, fluoresces in far red wavelengths of ~678 nm. Although not contributing significantly to the color observed by the human eye (15), the amount of natural fluorescence and backscattering at far red wavelengths can be used to detect surface blooms of phytoplankton without contamination by CDOM and minerals (19, 20). Measurements at a resolution of 1 km from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) Terra sensor on September 23, 2012 revealed the heterogeneous distribution of Chl \( \alpha \) in the sound and, in particular, a patchy 20-km\(^2\) bloom covering our field station in WLIS (Fig. 1D).

Progress has been made in identifying types of phytoplankton from space; however, the multichannel sensors currently in orbit do not have the spectral resolution necessary to differentiate complex coastal assemblages without prior knowledge and regional tuning. The MODIS Terra reflectance spectrum shows differences primarily in magnitude between bloom and nonbloom pixels in the sound due to enhanced green absorbing pigments, but there are large spectral gaps where no information is known (e.g., 555–665 nm; Fig. 2A). Tuned to open ocean conditions (16), the limited spectral information prevents differentiation of an \( M. \ rubrum \) bloom from other types of phytoplankton known to occur in this region (e.g., diatoms, dinoflagellates) (17).

Such discrimination is possible with the Hyperspectral Imager for the Coastal Ocean (HICO) proof-of-concept imaging spectrometer located aboard the International Space Station (21, 22). A spectacular HICO image of WLIS on September 23, 2012 captured the water color during the \( M. \ rubrum \) bloom at a resolution of 110 m (Fig. S4). With 100 channels in the visible region, the “hyperspectral” capabilities of the sensor reveal fine dips and peaks in the reflectance spectrum that are not evident from the multichannel satellite imagery (Fig. 2B). \( M. \ rubrum \) contains a suite of photosynthetic pigments from the enslaved cryptophytes, including phycoerythrin and Chl c\(_2\) (23). A cryptophyte absorption spectrum shows the spectral regions where the ancillary pigments are known to absorb in vivo (1, 24) (Fig. 2C). Enhanced absorption produces dips in the HICO reflectance corresponding to pigment-specific enhancements in absorption (Fig. 2 and Fig. S5).

In contrast, peaks in the reflectance spectrum are due to local minima in absorption or production of light through fluorescence. The HICO spectrum in WLIS contained a unique “yellow” peak at 565 nm associated with phycoerythrin fluorescence (25–27). A band

Fig. 1. (A) Photograph of red water in WLIS during the observed \( M. \ rubrum \) bloom. Photo courtesy of Kay Howard-Strobel (University of Connecticut, Groton, CT). (B) Micrograph of the ciliate \( M. \ rubrum \) with enslaved cryptophyte chloroplasts. Micrograph courtesy of National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Phytoplankton Monitoring Network. (C) Fluorescent microscopy under green light excitation showing characteristic yellow fluorescence (565–570 nm) (26) of \( M. \ rubrum \) due to high amounts of phycoerythrin pigment. (D) Satellite image of Chl a fluorescence line height from the MODIS Terra sensor on September 23, 2012 shows a dense bloom in WLIS, where \( M. \ rubrum \) was sampled at 1 × 10\(^7\) cells per liter (black circle). The black rectangle outlines the swath of the coincident HICO imagery obtained from the International Space Station.
depth algorithm approach was used to quantify pixels in the HICO with enhanced yellow fluorescence based on the reflectance signal at three wavelengths: 564.5 nm, 575 nm, and 587 nm (Fig. S6). Compared with the 1-km MODIS image, the higher spatial resolution (110 m) of the HICO image revealed intense small patches of yellow fluorescing *Mesodinium* in WLIS (Fig. 3). If we conservatively assume the highest values correspond to our measured $1 \times 10^6$ cells per liter, then the *M. rubrum* concentration can be roughly estimated across the image. The extremely patchy nature of the bloom revealed here is consistent with the irregular patches or clouds of red water reported at the sea surface during calm conditions (8).

Due to limitations in spectral resolution, prior remote sensing studies of *M. rubrum* have been based on either nonspecific markers of darkened water or on general absorption of green light (520–600 nm) (28). However, such markers are not specific to the cryptophytes, and enhanced green absorption in coastal waters may be due to other types of algal blooms. A 1984 study reported an *M. rubrum* bloom with a reflectance peak near 610 nm and a shift in fluorescence from 690 to 710 nm (29), but such results were not observed here. Use of yellow phycoerythrin fluorescence has also been proposed for quantifying blooms of the cyanobacteria *Trichodesmium* (25), although routine ocean color sensors have not had the required spectral resolution for implementation. Although our proposed approach would not necessarily differentiate *M. rubrum* from other phycoerythrin-containing blooms, other additional spectral features could be used. For example, the virtual absence of solar-induced fluorescence of Chl *a* and the optical brightness resulting from *Trichodesmium* gas vacuoles would also be visible in hyperspectral imagery (25). Hyperspectral inverse ocean color modeling has been applied to ship-based radiometry to differentiate *M. rubrum* from several other phytoplankton types based on its unique phycoerythrin absorption properties (30). Incorporation of fluorescence into such reflectance inversion models would provide even more power to assess complex assemblages of pigments from hyperspectral measurements.

Proposed future missions aim to be hyperspectral and provide a potential means to differentiate bloom-forming phototrophic and...

---

Fig. 2. Compared with the limited remote sensing reflectance ($R_\text{rs}$) data available on the ocean color sensor MODIS (A), the spectral information available from the hyperspectral HICO sensor shows many peaks and dips (B) related to the pigment absorption (abs.) features from phycoerythrin (PE), alloxanthin (AX), Chl *a*, and Chl *c*2 contained within the enslaved cryptophytes in the ciliate *M. rubrum* (C). Fluorescence features are also visible, and the yellow PE fluorescence peak at 565 nm compared with absorption dip at 575 nm was used to quantify the concentration of *M. rubrum* cells in the HICO imagery.

Fig. 3. (A) Image of WLIS at a resolution of 1 km from the MODIS Terra sensor shows an elevated Chl *a* fluorescence patch on September 23, 2012, but the type of bloom cannot be distinguished from the limited spectral bands. (B) In contrast, hyperspectral HICO imagery from the International Space Station reveals characteristic yellow fluorescence due to phycoerythrin pigment within the enslaved chloroplasts of the ciliate *M. rubrum*. Dense and patchy near-surface blooms of this motile and actively photosynthesizing mixotrophic marine protist ($>1 \times 10^6$ cells per liter) periodically dominate primary productivity in the region.
mixotrophic plankton in surface waters autonomously and routinely, as shown here. Such methods could prevent unnecessary shellfish and beach closures due to misidentification of coastal red tides. Additionally, application of new algorithms in coastal waters will allow for adaptive sampling of the vertical structure of the bloom that cannot be assessed remotely and better documentation of bloom initiation and termination, which may, in turn, lead to better understanding of how this particular plankter can escape normal population controls to produce such spectacular blooms.

Materials and Methods

Red-colored water was encountered in WLIS on September 24, 2012, as revealed in a photograph taken from the R/V Connecticut at 40.952°N, 73.5955°W (Fig. S1). A water sample was collected for cell enumeration and genetic analysis.

Mesodinium sp. Enumeration. M. rubrum and recently proposed congeners (31) were quantified in routine monthly monitoring samples taken from six stations in the sound by the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection. Whole-water samples from several depths at each station were pooled and preserved in Lugol’s iodine solution, settled in 100-mL aliquots, and counted on an inverted microscope. Biomass was estimated based on linear dimensions converted to cell volumes. Statistics from 572 counts from 2002 to 2012 are shown in Table S1. In 2012, monthly sampling revealed generally low concentrations of M. rubrum, with the exception of July 31 at the westernmost station B3, where abundance exceeded 7,000 cells per liter. The next subsequent monthly sampling at station B3 was done on October 2, when the abundance was <100 cells per liter (Fig. S1). When the bloom was fortuitously observed on September 24, 2012, a surface bucket sample was collected. M. rubrum was quantified microscopically using a Sedgwick-Rafter counting chamber. The cell concentration in that sample was 1.03 x 10^7 cells per liter.

Genetic Analysis. M. rubrum cells were picked from the bloom water sample on an inverted microscope. The isolated cells were rinsed carefully with autoclaved filtered seawater. Twenty of these M. rubrum cells were resuspended in 0.5 mL of DNA lysis buffer [0.1 M EDTA (pH 8.0), 1% SDS, 200 mM NaCl, 0.5% proteinase K] and incubated for 48 h at 55 °C. DNA extraction, PCR amplification, cloning, and gene sequencing for the plastid 16S rRNA gene were carried out as described previously (32). The plastid 16S rDNA sequence was analyzed using a BLAST search against databases in GenBank. Sequences showing significant similarity in the BLAST search to the sequences obtained in this study were retrieved from the databases. These sequences were aligned using ClustalX, in which a neighbor-joining tree was inferred with 1,000 resamplings for bootstrap analysis. ModelTest was run to identify the most appropriate evolutionary model, and the general time-reversible model with a gamma distribution was selected for maximum likelihood analysis using PhyML3.0 aLRT (33). Categories of substitution rates were set at four, and other parameters were estimated based on the dataset.

We extracted RNA from the bloom sample and conducted high-throughput transcriptome sequencing using an Illumina HiSeq 2000 system. The resulting cDNA sequences were filtered to remove low-quality reads, assembled, and clustered (to remove redundancy) to yield unigenes using Trinity software (34). After functional annotation, we looked for photosynthesis-related genes and estimated their expression levels in terms of fragments per kilobase per million mapped reads (35).

Satellite Imagery. MODIS Terra Level 2 Chl a and a natural fluorescence line height imagery from September 23, 2015 at 11:25 AM Eastern Daylight Time was downloaded from the NASA Ocean Color Web (oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/mc). A HICO image incorporating WLIS at a 110-m pixel resolution from September 23, 2012 was downloaded from the ocean color website (H2012267133200.L1B_ISS). A pseudo-tri-color image shows the entire HICO swath covering a subset of WLIS (Fig. S4). Dark patches in the scene can be related to high light absorption, as well as some cloud shadows. Imagery from the HICO is not atmospherically corrected and our processing methods are presented below.

Atmospheric Correction. The majority of the signal reaching a space-borne sensor is actually from sunlight scattered within the atmosphere and reflection off the sea surface that must be removed through the process of atmospheric correction. Uncertainties in HICO radiometric calibrations prevent the retrieval of optical models and optical depths from HICO data on a pixel-by-pixel basis using the ocean version of the atmospheric correction algorithm (36). Instead, a land version is used (37) in the present processing of the HICO imagery. A clear model atmosphere with a small optical depth of ~0.08 at 550 nm is assumed for the removal of Rayleigh and aerosol scattering effects from HICO data. The atmospheric water vapor absorption effects in the complete HICO-covered wavelength range are removed on a pixel-by-pixel basis using information contained in the 725-nm and 825-nm water vapor bands in the HICO data. Because aerosol modeling was highly uncertain, the retrieved HICO spectra were higher than the MODIS. Therefore, an adjustment of 0.0015 (steradian^-1) was subtracted from each wavelength for visualization in Fig. S3. This adjustment does not impact the band depth algorithm developed below.

Spectral Methods. HICO imagery was georeferenced using a second-order polynomial transformation. Control points were derived from a Landsat 8 terrain-corrected image collected in September 2014. The spatial resolution of the georeferenced image was 110 m. A land and cloud mask was generated using an average visible-near infrared threshold such that any pixels with an average reflectance greater than 4% were masked. Mean remote sensing reflectance from the region of the water sample in WLIS revealed many spectral features related to absorption and fluorescence properties of cryptophytes (Fig. S8). A fourth derivative was applied to the reflectance spectrum to highlight further the unique spectral features of the data (38, 39) (Fig. S5). To identify and enumerate the M. rubrum, a band depth algorithm was developed using reflectance features between 564.4 nm and 587.3 nm due to phycoerythrin fluorescence, phycoerythrin and Chl c absorption, and a local minimum in absorption at 587.3 nm (Fig. S6). The Chl c absorption at 570 nm may obscure phycoerythrin fluorescence at the same wavelength and induce a spectral shift in peak fluorescence from 570 to 587 nm. The resulting band depth image (Fig. S8) was smoothed using a 5 x 5 moving average window to remove noise.
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